ENGLISH







Writing — Children will continue to write
for specific audiences and purposes both
in narrative and non-fiction genres.
Reading — Children will continue to focus
on the meaning of a text and the writer’s intent.
Spellings — Children will continue to
learn age related spellings.
Grammar — Children will continue to be
taught a range of grammatical terminology and punctuation.

COMPUTING

Children will continue to design and create a computer game using the software package Kodu.

They will use simple algorithms to program and
develop their game, they will then play it then
evaluate their work.

PE




The principal focus this term is to ensure that children extend their understanding of arithmetic and reasoning
skills.

Children will have a professional cricket
coach during this term, who will work
with them and develop their cricket
skills.
Sports week will take place further in to
the term where children will take part in
competitive sports as well as a parents
sports day.



They will spend time creating their own
unique patterns then use the ancient art
of batik to bring them to life.

FRENCH

In French children will be learning how
to enquire about holiday destinations and
say whether or not they like them well
as discussing what you can do on holiday.

MATHS

Children will be taught age appropriate
expectations


ART

Children will be focusing on their
sketching skills as they draw and develop
patterns from the natural world.

DT


RE


Children will be learning about Northern Saints
and how they are part of the North East’s heritage.

GEOGRAPHY

Children will study the features of rivers and will
take part in a river walk to reinforce their learning.

They will also explore grid references, work with
an 8 point compass, practise effective map & key
reading all whilst being taught orienteering skills.

Children will be developing their own
recipes for scones.
They will be then make and bake their
product and evaluate the end result.

SCIENCE

Children will be learning continuing their
exploration of materials and their properties will also be a focus this term .


They will study the changing state of a
range of materials and their properties,
how thermal conductivity and insulation
works, as well as recognising that mixing
some substances can be dangerous.

